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Maje Motalebi
A voice that must be heard.
_______________
A narration of victims and witnesses
The sexual and financial corruption of Alaei brothers
______________
Arash and Kamiar Alaei, the false human rights and women's rights advocates
abuse women sexually, financially, occupationally, and emotionally with vicious
and deceptive demons. This text is a narration of dozens of victims who came
together last month (February 2020) to break the 15-year silence.
______
Be the voice of each other!
Don’t be silent!

I am the voice of the victims who have been abused and oppressed in full silence.
Since such revelations are still considered as taboo with us Iranians, many women
remain silent and instead the demons like Alaei brothers reach goals.
Recently, a group of Kamiar Alaei’s victims have filed complaints against him that
caused a lot of chaos in cyberspace causing the victims to remain silent for years.
Unfortunately, this tragedy has many victims who, surprisingly, are increasingly
unbelievably.
Arash and Kamiar Alaei were expelled from State University of New York at
Albany (Albany NY) two years ago for sexual misconduct and embezzlement. F J
is one of the victims, who was sexually abused by both of these brothers, while
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they were employed at the university at that time and had no right for such
relationships. Their case is still open.
F J could never finish her education because of Alaei brothers. She is one of
dozens of students who had gone from Iran to Albany to study. The Alaeis severely
controlled and threatened students. Their personal conversations and phone
messages were monitored and forced into sexual intercourse. Iranian victims
remained silent but there was a non-Iranian woman who did not remain silent and
complained and as a result she had the two brothers fired.
Due to of their expulsion from the University of Albany, the brothers could not
pursue a university job and remained unemployed because their educational
qualifications could not meet a valid US certificate. Together with their sister, they
founded an institute called “Institute for International Health and Education” with
just a few hundred dollars and Kamiar became the head of the institute. An
institute including three members of the family and having no active and exterior
existence.
Their only luck is to have a few-minute presence on Persian-language channels
outside of Iran which it’s the talk of the town because of the new Coronavirus.
The victims are mostly from Iran and most of the reported statistics are related to
conferences in Turkey. Although, the victims are also from Canada and the United
States, all of whom are Iranian. Since it is easier to attend conferences in visa-free
countries, Turkey has been their main destination. However, the recent reports of
crimes were related to India, Sri Lanka, Cyprus, Tajikistan, the United Arab
Emirates, Iraq, Kuwait and the United Kingdom. The victims were mainly medical
students, physicians, women activists and lawyers.
A woman named "R" at the conference in Turkey was brutally anal-sexed by
Kamiar Alaei, and could not sit in her chair for weeks. Her silence was due to fear
of honor, family and job loss. It was as if the brothers have repeatedly tried to keep
the victims silent by bribes or threaten them to sue against them.
Another victim, “P” met him in Turkey and Cyprus. She is 24 years old, which
means that her age difference with Kamiar is over twenty years. She is also a
doctor and has been deceived by promising marriage and immigration with Alaei.
She was also abused financially and sexually (anal sex). Despite her objection, he
convinced her that as a physician he would ensure that she would not be harmed.
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For the last six months, they had been in close contact with two other women. "F"
from Canada and "N" from Iran. While his victims were deceived by love and
promising of marriage, he also encouraged them to pursue research projects and
write the texts of his conferences. The page “Namaye Ayandeh” on Instagram was
started by these two women. One of them collected information and the other made
videos.
These two women were very helpful to him. From collecting documents for his
younger brother's immigration affairs to finding jobs at the University of Los
Angeles. Even his Instagram images were chosen by the two women.
“N” was accompanying Kamiar Alaei on a recent trip to India (February 2020).
Then they went to Sri Lanka to celebrate Valentine's Day. In addition to anal sex
and any possible abuse, he sent bouquet of flower to a woman in Dubai on
Valentine's Day. Another woman "M" was expecting in Dubai after "a frustrating
conference” that he had said which was turning twenty institutes into a medical
university, which was only a lie and he was sunbathing with his victim on the
beach of Colombo in Sri Lanka.
At the third night of his stay at home of “M” in Dubai, the woman suspected
another presence and made contact. After exchanging information and photos, she
was amazed that the doctor was only a liar. She threw him out of the house at
midnight and all three women cut off their relationship with him. He had to return
to the United States, though he had hoped to meet another woman in France. On
the same day, he went to the victims to recover the problem he had made in
cyberspace.
Every day the number of victims joining us is increasing. The women like Paria,
Vida, Farzaneh, Negar, and others who had been the victims of these two brothers
for many years and today broke their silence. The victims living in the United
States are ready to testify in court.
Be the voice of each other!
Be together!
Let's stand against oppression to women and violence against women.
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Let’s be the voice of the girls who were subjected to immoral and unhealthy
intercourse in the most obvious way possible. Although psychological damages are
never compensated, the human duty of each of us, both men and women, is to
support one another's rights.
Let's not let others become more victims.
If you have similar experiences and have been abused, do not be silent. We want
the media like Iran International, Iran Wire, Manoto, and BBC Farsi to cooperate
with us and refrain any interviews with Alaei brothers.
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